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Dernier Series Door Plates

DP 100-S

DP100-PI

DP100-CPIN

DP100-SP

DP100-CSP

DP100-EL

DP100-CSPN

DP100-DSK

DP100-DSKS

DP100-M

DP100-SEC

DP100-CPI

DP100-PIN
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35mm 42mm 50mm 63mm 84mm 100mm

297mm      

400mm      

450mm     

600mm    

35mm 50mm 105mm

210mm   

297mm   

400mm 

35mm 50mm

297mm  

400mm  

Price List

All door plates listed are available in custom lengths to suit your requirements. The prices listed are for the popular sizes 
which we make in bulk and carry in stock on the shelf. Custom sizes attract set up charges which apply to each order.
They can also be supplied with double sided tape applied at an additional nominal cost. 

DP100-S

DP100-PI

DP100-SP

The single line door plate is ideally suited for 
commercial offices, hospitals or work places where a 
simple slimline nameplate is required.

The paper insert door plate accepts a paper strip 
which mounts behind a clear plastic face plate.
These signs are widely used in large offices where it is 

    necessary to regularly change names. 

This model incorporates a sliding plate which covers 
over half the sign. The sliding plate enables the sign 
to display two different messages. For example

“Vacant” or “In Use” is a common application. The slid-
ing plate covers whichever message is not needed.
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35mm 50mm 105mm

297mm   

400mm   

70mm 100mm

210mm  

297mm  

70mm 100mm

210mm  

297mm  

35mm 50mm 105mm

297mm   

400mm   

DP100 -EL

DP100-CSP

DP100-CPI

This sign accepts a strip of standard engraving 
laminate at 1.2mm or 1.5mm thick. Engraving 
laminate is available in a wide range of colours 

and finishes, such as wood grain or marble. Sign companies generally supply 
their own engraving laminate strip. We only supply SNA aluminium inserts. 

This sign has two face plates - the top plate 
being a standard plate while the second plate 
below is a door plate with a sliding plate.

These signs are often used to display a room name on the top plate with a 
changeable message underneath.

This sign has two face plates - the top plate being 
a standard plate while the second plate below 
is a paper insert door plate. The typical use for 

this model is for the top plate to have a position title, with the bottom plate insert 
displaying a printed name. 

Price List

Price With Inserts

Price without Inserts

*25mm made to order

*50mm made to order

*50mm made to order

*With Insert

*Without Insert
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35mm 50mm

260mm  

347mm  

70mm 100mm

347mm  

450mm  

35mm 50mm

260mm  

347mm  

35mm 50mm

210mm  

297mm  

400mm  

DP100-PIN

DP100-CSPN

DP100-CPIN

DP100-SEC

These door plates have a permanent number 
plate and a removable paper insert plate. 
Enabling faculties to identify rooms permanently

 whilst change personnel as frequently necessary.

This is a combination slider door plate with 
a permanent number plate. It differs from 
the DP100-CSP as it has a permanently 
attached room identifier. 

This is a combination paper insert door 
plate with a permanent number plate. It 
differs from the DP100-CPI as it has a 
permanently attached room identifier. 

The security door plate has a protective border 
around the plate. The plate can only be removed 
with a suction cap, hindering vandals from 
stealing the plates. Perfect for universities and 
medical institutions. 

Price List
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35mm 50mm

210mm  

297mm  

400mm  

35mm 50mm 105mm

210mm   

297mm   

400mm   

DP100-M This door plate is capable of incorporating numerous 
face plates. Clients can arrange standard extrusions, 
sliders or paper inserts in any order they wish.

Door plates can be set up to form an inter-
changeable directory. 

DESKSIGN-S

DESKSIGN-PI

This is a single door plate which has a 
back plate that enables it to sit upright on a 
desk/table. 

This is a paper insert door plate which 
has a back plate that enables it to sit 
upright on a desk/table.

* This model is made to fulfil individual orders.
 No standard sizes are stocked. 

Price List
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DP100-S

DP100-SP

DP100-EL

DP100-CSP

DP100-CPI

DP100-PI

SignLink Dernier Door Plate Architectual Specifications

This is model is comprised of an extruded aluminium face plate with a magnetic 
strip mounted in the back of the face plate. It mounts into a signwhite backplate 
which has a verticle return on boh left and right hand ends. These returns
 enclose the ends of the sign.
The standard finish is a sand blasted satin natural anodised silver which gives 
the signs a very consistant metalic luster, free from die lines and extrusion 
marks.

This is model is comprised of an extruded ‘C’ channel which accepts satin 
natural anodised silver aluminium insert which is half width of the ‘c’ channel. 
The aluminium insert slides to the left or right to allow one of two different 
messages to displayed. The ‘C’ channel mounts into a signwhite backplate in the 
same way as the DP100-S model.

This is model is comprised of an extruded ‘C’ channel which accepts an 
aluminium or engraving laminate insert. The inster is the same length as the ‘C’ 
channel. It mounts into a signwhite backplate in the same way as the DP100-S 
model.

This model is a combination door plate which incorporates standard name plate 
and a sliding plate below. This sign is a combination of the DP100-S and 
DP100-SP models.

This model is a combination door plate and paper insert plate. It is comprised of 
a standard name plate at the top with a paper insert below. This sign is a 
combination of the DP100-S and DP100-PI models.

This is model is comprised of an extruded ‘C’ channel which accepts a plastic 
insert cover plate, enabling signs to be printed on paper and displayed behind the 
cover plate. The ‘C’ channel mounts into a signwhite backplate in the same ways 
as the DP100-S model. The standard finish is satin natural andosied silver.

Architectual Specifications
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Braille Signs Post and PanelDirectories

We also Supply:

Copyright © 2017 Sign Supply Corp (w/sale) Pty Ltd. Signlink products are protected by patents.
Proprietary products of: Sign Supply Corp. (W/Sale) Pty Ltd

For more information visit our website.

View our range of braille along with many other sign options 
to suit your needs. 

www.signlink.com.au
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Contact Us

U1/52 -54 Stanley St
Peakhurst, NSW, 2210

P | +61 2 9534 6340

F | +61 2 9534 6802

E  | sales@signlink.com.au
W | www.signlink.com.au
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